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23 new coronavirus cases in  
Kuwait; 82-year-old recovers

Mahboula building cordoned off • Global lockdown tightens as deaths mount

News in brief

KUWAIT: A building in Mahboula is under lockdown 
after the discovery of three cases of coronavirus 
among Asian workers residing there. — Photo by 
Fouad Al-Shaikh 

By B Izzak and Agencies  
 

KUWAIT: The ministry of health 
announced yesterday that 23 people 
were infected by the novel coron-
avirus in the past 24 hours. This brings 
the country’s tally of confirmed virus 
cases up to 289, the ministry’s 
spokesperson Dr Abdullah Al-Sanad 
said in the daily briefing. Of the new 
cases, 11 are Kuwaitis, 10 Indians and 
two Bangladeshis.  

Earlier in the day, Health Minister 
Sheikh Dr Basel Al-Sabah announced 
the recovery of an 82-year-old 
woman from COVID-19, raising the 
country’s total recoveries to 73. In 
addition, 216 virus patients are still 
receiving treatment, while 13 others 
are in intensive care units, including 
three in critical condition. The minister 
told KUNA that necessary lab tests 
and analyses had shown the recovery 
of the senior citizen, who will be 
admitted to a rehabilitation ward 
before being discharged from hospital 
in a couple of days. 

Meanwhile, authorities cordoned 
off a building in Mahboula housing 

some 500 Asian workers after reports 
said at least three of them tested pos-
itive for the coronavirus. Images post-
ed on social media showed police offi-
cers guarding the building with a 
large group of medical staff, who 
began testing the workers one by one. 
A police officer described the situa-
tion as serious and advised the labor-
ers not to venture out of their homes, 
saying between 12 and 14 workers 
were living in a single room in the 
building. 

The problem of expat workers 
contracting the coronavirus has 
caused serious alarm among health 
and security authorities and prompted 
lawmakers to demand a complete 
lockdown on some expat-dominated 
areas like Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh and 
Shuwaikh Industrial Area. Health 
authorities were alarmed when the 
source of the disease could not be 
established in a number of expat cas-
es, which raises the possibility that 
there are undetected coronavirus cas-
es among expat workers living under 
inhuman conditions. 
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Moody’s maintains Kuwait rating  
 
KUWAIT: Moody’s credit rating maintained 
Kuwait sovereign rating at Aa2, but said it would 
assess the country’s ability to change the way it is 
addressing budget deficits amidst a failure to issue 
a new public debt law and the continuation of 
withdrawal from the General Reserve Fund (GRF). 
Moody’s said it would also evaluate Kuwait gov-
ernment’s attempts this year to prevent expansion 
of deficit to be 30 percent of GDP. Moody’s said 
credit strength was supported by the huge assets 
of the Future Generations Fund, which make up 
almost all assets of the GRF. — KUNA 

US deploys Patriots to Iraq 
 
BAGHDAD: The US has deployed Patriot air 
defense batteries to Iraqi bases to protect 
American troops recently targeted by Iranian 
missiles, US and Iraqi military sources told AFP 
Monday. Washington and Baghdad had been 
negotiating the placement of the defense system 
since January, when Tehran fired ballistic mis-
siles at the Ain al-Asad base. One of the Patriot 
batteries was deployed to Ain al-Asad last week 
and was being assembled. Another battery was 
deployed to a base in Arbil, the capital of Iraq’s 
autonomous Kurdish region. Two further batter-
ies destined for Iraq are still in Kuwait. — AFP  

UAE loosens VoIP restrictions 
 
DUBAI: The UAE on Monday loosened restric-
tions on a number of messaging applications as 
residents work and study from home during a 
coronavirus lockdown, but it maintained the bar 
on WhatsApp and FaceTime. Google Hangouts 
Meet, Cisco Webex, Avaya Spaces, BlueJeans 
and Slack are all available “on an exceptional 
basis and until further notice”, the 
Telecommunications Regulatory Authority said 
in a statement. Several other applications - 
Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business, Zoom and 
Blackboard were made accessible earlier in 
March when the crisis hit. —AFP  

By Ben Garcia & Meshaal Al-Enezi 
 

KUWAIT: Residency violators in Kuwait have been 
granted a 30-day period starting today to leave 
without paying fines or airfare, with the possibility 
of returning to the country later. Violators have 
been instructed to come directly to the designated 

processing venues in Farwaniya on specific dates 
depending on their nationality.  

Illegal Filipino residents are the first on the list of 
expats to be given a chance to leave. The Philippine 
Embassy in Kuwait has published an advisory with 
regards to the procedures to be followed. 
“Undocumented Filipinos and those with abscond-
ing cases are encouraged to go to the following 
processing centers of the ministry of interior from 
April 1-5 from 8 am to 2 pm,” the advisory reads. 
Males should proceed to Al-Muthanna Primary 
School for Boys (Block 1, Street 122) and females to 
Farwaniya Primary School for Girls (Block 1, Street 
76) in Farwaniya.  

“Amnesty applicants must bring their valid pass-

ports along with two pieces of luggage (20 kg each 
plus 7 kg hand carry bags). Those who have no 
valid passports should bring three passport-size 
photos with blue background,” according to the 
advisory. Embassy officials at the venue will process 
the travel documents of Filipinos who need them.  

“There is no need to visit the embassy, as an 
embassy booth will be there to assist our nationals,” 
Charge d’Affaires Charleson Hermosura told Kuwait 
Times yesterday. “Once the applications are 
approved, amnesty grantees will not be allowed to 
leave the processing centers. They will be sent to the 
interior ministry’s designated holding areas until their 
flight back to the Philippines,” the advisory added.  
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Amnesty begins 
today with Filipino  
residency violators

RIYADH/KUWAIT: The world’s last major coron-
avirus outbreak, in 2012, began in Saudi Arabia, 
where a faltering response allowed the Middle East 
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) to kill several hun-
dred people and spread across the region. This time 
around, the kingdom was better prepared, public 
health officials say. Their experience of MERS 
meant hospitals had already established separate 
triage units for respiratory illnesses, with special-
ized ventilation to protect medics from infection. 

At least two hospitals also had drive-thru testing 
in place, which the United States is scrambling to 
implement, and seven weeks before the first domes-
tic case, authorities developed guidelines to deal 
with the new virus. “Their experience with MERS 
uniquely positioned them because they learned a lot 
from that,” said Joanna Gaines from the US Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention, which for years 
has supplied the Saudi health ministry with its only 
full-time foreign disease expert. “They know it’s 
MERS season and they’re already cued up for that. 
The preparation and processes ... really cuts down 
on your exposure right away.” 

Saudi Arabia and neighboring Kuwait took dras-
tic measures early on to contain the new pandemic, 
halting air travel, imposing curfews, and quarantin-
ing and testing thousands of people. Saudi Arabia 
has reported 1,453 infections and eight deaths while  
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Hard times shape  
Saudi, Kuwaiti  
virus response

DUBAI/RIYADH: Organizers of Expo 2020, a 
multi-billion-dollar world trade fair originally 
scheduled to open in Dubai in October, on Monday 
recommended a one-year postponement due to the 
coronavirus pandemic. Dubai, the glitzy city-state 

which is part of the United Arab Emirates, had 
hoped to attract some 25 million visits to the six-
month event and many of its economic forecasts are 
pinned to the mammoth gathering.  

“Many countries have been significantly impact-
ed by COVID-19 and they have therefore expressed 
a need to postpone the opening of Expo 2020 
Dubai by one year,” Expo 2020 Dubai director gen-
eral Reem Al-Hashimi said. “The UAE and Expo 
2020 Dubai have listened. And in the spirit of soli-
darity and unity, we supported the proposal to 
explore a one year postponement.” 
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SHARJAH: An elderly man wearing a protective mask lifts his hands in prayer outside a mosque which has 
been closed to worshipers amid the coronavirus pandemic on Monday. — AFP  

Expo 2020 Dubai  
supports 1-year 
postponement


